On the 15th July, over 20,000 men landed at a point north of the estuary of the Yangtze River, about 200 miles south of Shanghai. On the 24th July, 20,000 more men landed about 40 miles south of Shanghai. On the 14th July, 20,000 supplies that were under U.S. control.
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INCOMING CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

From: War Cabinet Offices
To: Joint Staff Mission
No: OZ 3683 13 July 1944

Following received from Moscow.

Begins:

CGS (R) British C.O.S. S.H.A.E.F., A.F.H.Q.
MIL 1586, from Generals Deane and Burrows.

Soviet communique, 12th July


2. Offensive begun west of Novorazhev. Places occupied include Pushkinakive-Dory and Trigorskaya.

3. See MIL 1585. (?estimate) 1300 captured places (including) Roskino, Zhadrïtki, Dukhnovo, Garusovo, Nabochechino, Nishchina, Silkovo and Ozervani.


5. 1st. Baltic Front. Northwest of Drinsk places occupied include Nymsnay and Dukshy.

6. Named places occupied northwest of Vilno included Trakai.

7. 10 (?) small places are named as captured southwest of Lida.

CM-IN-10559 (14 Jul 44)

THE MAKING OF AN EXACT COPY OF THIS MESSAGE IS FORBIDDEN
8. First Belorussian front. West and southwest of Baranovichi places captured include Evaseviche and Ko-(rei?) cvo.

9. Pinsk Sector. Farokhoek was among 8 named places.

T.O.O. 130100Z Ends

T.O.O. 130950Z

ACTION: CCS
INFO: CGAAF
OPD
G-2
Adm. King
Col. Park
Log

CM-IN-10959 (14 Jul 44) 0331Z ejv
WAR DEPARTMENT
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE CENTER
INCOMING CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

IMMEDIATE

12 July 1944

FROM: War Cabinet Office
TO: Joint Staff Mission

OZ 3682

Following received from 30 Mission Moscow.

Begins:

To AMESO GC (R) British COS SHAEF APHQ MIL 1256
from Generals Deane and Burrows.

Special communiqué issued 2140 hours announces that
offensive 2nd Baltic front resulted after 2 days in
break on wide front to depth of 48 kilometers
and capture of Idritza Junction and 1300 other places.

Ends.

T.O.O. 122359

ACTION: CC/S

INFO: CO AAF

OFP

G-2

Adm King

Col Park

Log

CM-IN-10494 (13 Jul 44) 1802Z
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From: War Cabinet Offices
To: Joint Staff Mission, AFRQ
No: OZ 3635
11 July 1944

Following is repetition of telegram MIL 1570 received from Moscow:

BEGIN:

For CCS repeat British Chiefs of Staff, SHAKF, AFRQ
from Generals Deane and Burrows.

Repetition of CG communiqué for July 10th reports:

(A). West of Petrozavodka troops of Karelian front continued advance.


(C). Troops of third (RELOYD) front surrounded the garrison in town of Vilmo and occupied railway stations of Landvoro, Vno, Stasili, Bexosion.

(D). Troops of 2nd Volkov sector occupied railway stations of Minoyti, Nemal, Yatsuki.

(E). Troops of 1st RELOYD front occupied railway stations of Albertin, Domandva, and town of Syten forcing the river Shara. On a front of 60 kilometres occupied the town and

CM-IN-8833

(11 Jul 44)

DECLASSIFIED
JCS MEMORANDUM
BY DSS, DATE
MAY 21 1973

COPY NO.

THE MAKING OF AN EXACT COPY OF THIS MESSAGE IS FORBIDDEN
communication centre of SL (?ON)IM. Head of German engineering service of German's 9 (?) Army, Major Gen. Schmidt taken prisoner.

(F) In Minsk sector town of (?) Minetz, David, Jurodok were occupied.

(g) East end Minsk mopping up operations continue. Up to 9th July in this region 3500 officers and men taken prisoner, including the Commander of 12 German Army Corps, Lt. Gen. (MD) Leader and Commander of 260 German Infantry Division, Maj. Gen. Klaemp, with his division staff.

T.O.O. 110330Z

ACTION: CCS
INFO: Gen. Arnold
      OFD
      Gen. Bissell
      Col. Park
      Log

CM-IN-8833 (11 Jul 44) 1908Z jv
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From: War Cabinet Offices
To: APEQ
J.S.M. Washington

OZ 3609

NIL 1564 July 9th for C.O. of S. information B. C. of S. SHAPE, APEQ from Generals Deane and Burrows.

1. Lida captured by third Belorussian front troops. Street fighting in Vilna continues. During the 9th over 300 places captured this front including Forudomino, Bolshiye, Solechniki, Geranony, Dokudovo as well as Pomas Vilna-Grodno railway.

2. In Volkovysk sector over 150 places captured including Novogor(fk)ok, Dyatlovo, Vesylyub, Okhonove, (?)NO) Volynka, Dvoretz.

3. Further south on the first Belorussian front more than 70 places taken including Lyushnev, Malaya, Polanka, Tark, Dobronyel.

4. 30 places captured on Pinsk sector among them Mikashevich, Lakhva.

5. (?? East) of Minsk surrounded groups of enemy were destroyed. 6530 more prisoners taken 8th including Major General Trosvit, Commander of 57th Infantry Division. Total prisoners this area to July 8th 21632.

6. Advancing toward Dvigak 700 places occupied including Lyntupy, Postavy, Sventzany, Vidze, Druya, Braslav.

7. West of Petiozavodok 20 places taken 9th among them Lakheta Urna, Usikulya.

ACTION: CC/S
INFO: Gen Arnold, OPD, Gen Bissell, Col Park, Log
CM-IN-8026 (10 Jul 44) 1613Z jb
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E.O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/4/54
ACTION OPNAV INFO MOSCOW FROM AMCON VLAD

RELIABLE SOVIET OFFICIAL CIRCLES HERE CRITICIZING ALLIED PROGRESS IN FRANCE. SAYING BRITISH AND AMERICAN RELUCTANCE SACRIFICE LARGE NUMBER AVAILABLE TROOPS PREVENTING GAIN OF PRIME OBJECTIVES. FRONT THUS ESTABLISHED HAS FAILED MATERIALLY ASSIST RED ARMY WHO STILL CARRY BRUNT OF BATTLE

ORIGINAL DISTRIBUTION:
16(§1).....ACT
13(§2).....COMINCH(§3 TO §10).....NAVAIDE(§11).....
CNO(§12).....
(ACTION CNO INFO MOSCOW FROM AMCON VLAD)

SOVIETS HERE HAVE RECENTLY WHITEWASHED LARGE PRINCIPAL TERRITORIAL AND CITY ADMINISTRATIVE BUILDINGS THAT WERE FORMERLY CAMOUFLAGED. COMPARED TO LAST YEAR THUS FAR THERE HAVE BEEN FEWER BARRAGE BALLOON BLACKOUT AND GAS DEFENSE DRILLS INDICATING GRADUAL RETURN TO PEACE TIME NORMALCY AND GENERAL DIMINISHING OF FORMER APPARENT FEAR OF FAR EASTERN CONFLICT.

16.....ACT

COMINCH.....CNO.....200.....NAVAIDE.....300R

13......
FROM: War Cabinet Officers
TO : A.F.H.Q. Algiers
RPTD: J.S.M. Washington
NR : OZ 3601

9th July 1944

Following received from 30 mission, MIL 1559 for
C.C.S. (P) British C.O.S., SHAEF, A.F.H.Q. from Generals
Deane and Burrows.

Soviet General Staff report capture today, 8th July,
town of Baranowichi on first Belo-Russian front.

End
T.O.O. 090415Z

ACTION: CC/B
INFORMATION: CG AAF
OPD
G-2
Adm. King
Col Park
Log

CM-IN-7363 (10 Jul 44) 0100Z lee
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COPY NO. 67
WAR DEPARTMENT
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE CENTER
INCOMING CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

CRYPTOGRAPHIC SECURITY REQUIRES ADDITION OF LETTERS
"UR" TO CLASSIFICATION OF REPLY TO THIS MESSAGE

From: US Military Attache, Stockholm, Sweden
To: War Department
Nr: 456

8 July 1944

456 reply 445.

Revised figures given by 278 estimate Russian casualties in current Finnish drive up to 1 July, 528 tanks, 729 aircraft, 31,000 killed rated B 3. Reds have succeeded in capturing number islands Vibourg Bay presaging early attempt for bridgehead on west bank. Credit 229. Defenses of Tali proving stumbling block to Soviets. Total number German divisions in south Finland yesterday one infantry plus panzer brigade.

Rayens

ACTION: 0-2
INFO: CG AAF
LOG

CM-IN-6920 (9 Jul 44) 09132
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NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/44
ALUSNA MOSCOW SENDS TO CNO

FEEL CONTINUES TO SARABUX NEAR SIMFEROPOL TO VISIT 5TH AVIATION GUARDS REGIMENT WHICH HAS PARTICIPATED IN CRIMEAN CAMPAIGNS SINCE BEGINNING OF WAR MOVING BASE WITH TACTICAL SITUATION. THIS NAVAL AIR ORGANIZATION DECORATED FOR ITS CONTRIBUTION TO VICTORY IN CRIMEA.

EQUIPPED WITH ILYUSHIN FOURS FORMERLY DESIGNATED D3F WITH MISSIONS TO SINK OR DESTROY SHIPS AND INSTALLATIONS WITH BOMBS TORPEDOES MINES AND DEPTH CHARGES. SUCCESSFULLY COVERED EVACUATION FROM FIGHTER ATTACK WHEN EQUIPPED WITH ROCKETS. REPORT BY MAIL DESCRIBES PARACHUTE CIRCLING TORPEDO WHICH SAW PREPARED AND DROPPED. RUSSIAN INTELLIGENCE AT SARABUX CLAMS 16 ENEMY SUBMARINES IN BLACK SEA. THEY ESTIMATE RANGE OF GERMAN RADAR 84 MILES ON AIRCRAFT AT 26,000 FEET WHICH

SECRET

E O. 11652, Sec. 3, 33, or Sec. 314.


SECRET

E O. 12356, Sec. 3, 3 or Sec. 3.4

NLR 101

By RT, NARA, Date

MAY 2, 1973

SECRET

VAI POI YS Russian

SECRET
SEEMS CONSERVATIVE. PHOTOGRAPH TAKEN ON 11 JUNE OF CONSTANZA
REVEALS FLOATING DRYDOCK AND APPROXIMATELY 12 GOOD SIZED SHIPS.
THEY AND DOCKS APPARENTLY UNDAMAGED. CITY BOMBED 24 JUNE WITH
UNKNOWN RESULTS. SEVASTOPOL REPORT FOLLOWS.

16...AGT...
COMMAND...CNO...27G...NAV...23P...

RECLASSIFIED
K. O. 11444, Sec. 5(D) and 8(D) or (E)
ORD letter, May 4, 1973
By DBS
Date: MAY 21 1973
IncominG Classified Message

Cryptographic Security Requires Addition of Letters "IVI" to Classification of Reply to This Message.

From: US Military Mission, Moscow, Russia
To: War Department
NR: M 20076, 7th July 1944

To Bissell for Covell signed Deane M20076.

The following divisions have been removed from combat estimate by Soviets:

(A) Destroyed at Vitebsk 6th LFPD, 4th, 197th, 206th and 246th Inf Divisions.

(B) Mauled and then Disbanded:
   113th,
   216th and
   321st.

(C) Mauled:
   312th Arty,
   50th,
   62nd,
   73rd,
   98th,
   111th,
   123rd,

OM-IN-5928 (8 Jul 44)

DECLASSIFIED
JCS memo, 1-4-74
By RHF, NLR, Date MAY 20 1974

The Making of an Exact Copy of This Message is Forbidden
From: US Military Mission, Moscow, Russia

331st,
336th,
347th,
126th,
161st,
330th, and
333rd.

These divisions have lost their combat effectiveness but may eventually reappear in combat. At present, only combat groups of last 4 named divisions are operating.

Infantry Divisions which have sustained great losses but which are still carried in estimate:

6th,
12th,
14th,
36th,
45th,
95th,
296th,
299th,
337th and
383rd.

Soviets do not know location 5th SS Wiking, 28th Light, 34th Inf and 1st SS Inf Brig. Commanders 1st Panzer Army and 20th Army unknown, conceded that Rendulic likely replacement for Distl.

Reur WAR 60716 July 5th, boundary between Army group

CM-IN-5928 (8 Jul 44)

DECLASSIFIED
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By RHF, NLR, Date MAY 20 1974

COPY NO.
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From: US Military Mission, Moscow, Russia
HR: M 20076, 7th July 1944

The north and Army group center is Western Dvina River from Polotsk to Gulf of Riga.

End

ACTION: G-2
INFO: OPD
Colonel Park

DECLASSIFIED
008 memo, 1-4-74
By NAR, NLR, Date MAY 20 1974

CM-IN-5928 (8 Jul 44) 0353Z efv
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To: Joint Staff Mission
Info: A.F.H.Q.
Nr: OZ 3564
From: War Cabinet Offices. 7 July 1944

Following received from 30 Mission. BEGINS.


Summary of Soviet operations 6th July.

1. Kareliya Front. Advance continues. 9 inhabited places captured.

2. First pre-Baltic Front. Advance continues north and north west Polotsk. 150 inhabited places taken include railway station Tolmachevskaya, Suchoi Bor, Bulavskii, Adamov, Borovucha.

3. 3rd Belo Russian Front. Advance continues north west and west of Minsk. 300 inhabited places captured including railway station at Zalesye Frudy, Polochany, Gorodski.

4. Advance continues south west of Minsk. 100 places captured including railway station Koydanovo Negorelo.

5. Liquidation of enemy east of Minsk continues. 5000 officers and men captured. 195th Infantry Regiment of 78th German Infantry Division surrendered in toto with their C.O.'s.

6. Advance continues in direction of Baranovich. Several places taken including railway station at Reytaov.

7. In region middle course river Pripet Red Army took railway station Zhitkovichi.

8. No change on other sectors of front.

CM-IN-5620 (7 Jul 44) T.O.O. 0620462 ENDS.
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NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/64
CAPTAIN FELT AND LIEUT CHASE RETURNED FROM 9 DAY VISIT TO 3D NAVAL AVIATION SCHOOL AT TAGANROG AND TO THE CRIMEA SPECIAL RUSSIAN BUILT DC-3 AND LIAISON NAVAL AIR MAJOR PROVIDED. THIS IS BRIEF OF INSPECTION OF SCHOOL ESTABLISHED TAGANROG 2 MONTHS AND FORMERLY AT KUIBYSHEV. 4 SQUADRONS ASSIGNED AND 2 FIELDS. 2 ADDITIONAL AERO DROMES BUILDING. SQUADRONS SIMILAR TO OTUS TEACHING ATTACK ONLY IN ILYUSHIN 2'S. SYLLABUS IN 3 PHASES FOR 6 MONTHS GIVING 35 TO 40 FLIGHT HOURS. INSPECTED GROUND SCHOOL FLIGHT AND PHYSICAL TRAINING ACTIVITIES INCLUDING GLIDE AND MASTHEAD BOMBING AND STRAFING WITH GUNS AND ROCKETS. DETAILS OF TACTICS AIRPLANE ARMAMENT TARGETS AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS IN MAIL REPORT WHICH follows.
FLIGHTS WERE MADE TO TARGETS AND FIRING AREAS. OFFICERS
FRANK AND FRIENDLY. EVENING SOCIAL AFFAIRS WITH OFFICERS
TOWNSPEOPLE AND WIVES. MAYOR CONDUCTED TOUR OF CITY LAST
MORNING INCLUDING VISIT TO LARGE STEEL PIPE FACTORY.
37 MM GUN FOR ILYUSHIN SEEN BUT NO INSTALLATION OR DETAILS.
BELIEVE IT FUSELAGE MOUNTED AND TOLD IT HAS 50 ROUNDS.
FIXED GUNS CONVERGE AT 1300 FEET. 132 M ROCKET WEIGHS
9.46 POUNDS WITH EXPLOSIVE CHARGE 22. 82 MM ROCKET HAS
EXPLOSIVE CHARGE 13.2 POUNDS. FITTED BY BUTTON ON SPADE
GRIP CONNECTED WITH DETONATOR FLARE PISTOL TIME FUSED
WITH EXTREME RANGE JUST SHORT OF 2200 YARDS. FAVORABLE
IMPRESSION OF STUDENT PERFORMANCE IN SPITE OF LOW FLIGHT
TIME FOR LENGTH OF COURSE. STUDENT BETTER ACQUAINTED
WITH AIRPLANE AND EQUIPMENT THAN OTU GRADUATE. SENT
TO FRONT LINE DUTY WITH 150 HOURS TOTAL TIME. CRIMEAN
REPORTS FOLLOW.

16....ACT
COMINCH.....CNO....20G.....HAVAIDE.....200P.....31.....0P03.....
BUAER.....BUORD.....
From: A.F.H.Q. Algiers
To: AGWAR for Combined Chiefs of Staff
USFOR for British Chiefs of Staff
Rptd: SHARP
G.H.Q. Middle East
APREP Adv CP
Sr: FJ 69255 6 July 1944
Signed Wilson cite PHCIO

This is HAF number 736.

ONE. Soviet representatives have put forward concurrently to Allied authorities in Italy Algiers and Middle East a request that 2 or 3 small merchant ships be transferred to the Soviet flag for the carriage from the Persian Gulf to Bari of goods and equipment required by the Russian Air Squadron at Bari and of stores destined for Marshall Tito.

TWO. I repeat I am somewhat concerned by Director of Sea Transports Signal 011625 of July which in replying to a signal from the Middle East reporting the Soviet request states that allocation of tonnage is being dealt with in London in conjunction with Soviet Trade Delegation.

THREE. From the point of view of this theatre I can see no possible justification for the Soviet request. We have no small merchant ships to spare here. Stores in question destined for Marshall Tito are no doubt largely of U.S. origin. If that is so the only object in sending them under the Soviet flag and by way of the Persian Gulf would be to bolster Soviet prestige in Yugoslavia which would hardly compensate from our point of view for the waste of effort and resources involved. There is at present no shortage in Italy of supplies for the Yugoslav forces the limiting

CM-IN-5453 (7 Jul 44)
factor is resources in aircraft, parachutes, containers and small craft to deliver the goods. The arrival of 2 Soviet shiploads at Bari would be nothing but an embarrassment in present circumstances. Goods and equipment required by the Russian Air Squadron at Bari could be carried in Allied shipping from the Persian Gulf and transshipped at Port Said.

FOUR. Soviet Ambassador here has been very insistent presumably on instructions from his government and has been unmoved by reasoned arguments. Soviet Government will no doubt make further representations in London and Washington.

T.O.O. C619508
End.

ACTION: CC/3
INFORMATION: Gen Arnold
          OPD
          Gen Bissell
          Adm King
          Adm Leahy
          Log

CM-IN-5453 (7 Jul 44) 15552 ss
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NAVAL MESSAGE

FROM

ABTALUSNA ARCHANGEL.

RELEASED BY

6 JULY 1944

TOR CODE NO.

2159

DECODED BY

RISHIN

PARAPHRASED BY

DIEBEL

ROUTED BY

WILLIAMS

TO

ASCN

 ROUTE

10

ASTERN (*) MAILGRAM ADDRESSEE

PRIORITY

ROUTINE

DEFERRED

PRECEDENCE

1

ALUSNA MOSCOW

ANTALUSNA MURMANSK

IF OPERATIONAL CHECK BELOW

NCR 4737

ORIGINATOR FILL IN DATE AND TIME

DATE

TIME

GCT

1

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

16....ACT

ADD: /COMINCH/28....(PER 16)

PERSONAL OBSERVATION VILLAGE LAISKY DOCK ON LAYA RIVER, LAT 64°32′-18″ LONG 45°15′-42″ E, NOW SOVIET REPAIR BASE SUBS DESTROYERS. CONTAINS 1 BERTH 290 FEET, 1 DRY DOCK 35% BY 45 FEET. DEPTH LOD WATER 10 FEET. SEE BRIT ADM CHART 2230. REPORT FOLLOWS.

SECRET

Make original only. Deliver to Code Room Watch Officer in person. (See Art. 76 (4) NAVREGS.)
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FROM: Alusna Moscow
ACTION: CNO
NUMBER: 040721Z NCR 3593

Mine mission officer reports results personal observations Black Sea. Novorossiask open after sweeping about 50 influence mines. One quarter of original berthing space usable. Sevastopol Nikolaev and Odessa closed pending sweeping. All port installations entirely demolished except Quarantine Harbor Odessa. All German C mine cases recovered in Odessa and Kerch Straits were marked for Merk 1 combination acoustic magnetic unit.

End

NAVY DISTRIBUTION
16...Act
COMINCH...CNO...20G...NAVAIDF...200P...30...28...FX37...BUORD
G-2...

ARMY DISTRIBUTION
ACTION: G-2
INFO : CG AAF
OPD
Log
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COPY NO.
MINE MISSION OFFICER REPORTS RESULTS PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS BLACK SEA. NOVOROSSISK OPEN AFTER SWEEPING ABOUT 50 INFLUENCE MINES. ONE QUARTER OF ORIGINAL BERTHING SPACE USABLE. SEVASTOPOL NIKOLAEV AND ODESSA CLOSED PENDING SWEEPING. ALL PORT INSTALLATIONS ENTIRELY DEMOLISHED EXCEPT QUARANTINE HARBOR ODESSA. ALL GERMAN CASES RECOVERED IN ODESSA AND KERCH STRAITS WERE FOR MARK 1 COMBINATION ACOUSTIC MAGNETIC UNIT.

CONFIDENTIAL

[Handwritten note: 320 Russia]
From: US Military Mission, Moscow, Russia
To: War Department
Nr.: M 20047
Date: 3rd July 1944

Action Secretary Joint Chiefs of Staff from Deane
M 20047.

Chief USSR Hydroast Service approves exchange weather bulletins between Tashkent and station to be selected in China or India and proposes initially to start exchange with 20 stations each bulletin 4 times daily. Further study being given rebroadcast of major Moscow bulletins from Tashkent when exchange of 20 stations satisfactory and providing sufficient broadcast time can be obtained at Tashkent. Soviets request list of 20 Soviet stations US desires and an additional list 20 stations China India which US can give. Advise. Special cipher G 1200 series satisfactory for this exchange.

New Subject: Soviets agreeable to introduction G 1200 series at Khebavorsk for primary broadcasts at date mutually agreed to. Recommended not before 1st October or at expiration present SIGPFR series on hand. Advise.

Soviets request comments from Washington concerning Moscow bulletins contents and quality.

End.

ACTION: JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF
INFO: CG AAF
OPD
G-2

CM-IN-2375 (3 Jul 44) 2358Z mcs
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NAVAL MESSAGE

FROM AMERICAN CONSUL VLAD

RELEASED BY

DATE 3 JULY 1944

TOR CODEROOM 031023

DECODED BY SHARPE

PARAPHRASED BY COBEN

ROUTED BY WILLIAMS

ADDRESS CNO

INFORMATION MOSCOW

030405 NCR 2859

ORIGINATOR FILE IN DATE AND TIME:

DATE TIME

00 00

ON OUTGOING DISPATCHES PLEASE LEAVE ABOUT ONE INCH CLEAR SPACE BEFORE BEGINNING TEXT

PRIORITY RED

DEFERRED

PRIORITY RED

DEFERRED

IF OPERATIONAL CHECK BELOW

RECENTLY REPLACED BY NKVD TROOPS. CHANGE MADE DUE GREAT AMOUNT PILFERAGE BY PORT WORKERS AND SMUGGLING BY SAILORS PLUS INTRODUCTION GREATER PERCENTAGE PRISON LABOR. PILFERAGE FOR CARGO CONSIGNED AMCON ALONE HAS BEEN AS HIGH AS 33 PERCENT BEFORE STRONG APPEAL TO AUTHORITIES FURNISH SPECIAL CARE. CHANGE OF GUARD ALSO SIGNIFICANT BECAUSE RESULTANT LOSS OF NAVY PRESTIGE AND THEIR FAILURE TAKE DECISIVE MEASURES MONTHS AGO.

16...ACT

COMINCH....20G....CNO....NAVAIDE....200P....

CREDIT

CONFIDENTIAL

Make original only. Deliver to Code Room, Watch Officer in person. (See Art. 76 (a) NAVREGS.)
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IMMEDIATE

From: War Cabinet Offices
To: Joint Staff Mission & A.F.H.Q.
Nr: 02 3480 3 July 1944

Following is a repetition of telegram received from 30 Mission Moscow. Begins - MIL 1520, July 2nd.

For C.O.O.S. (R) British C.O.S. SHAEP, AFHQ from Generals Deane and Burrows.

1. Following communique for July 2nd from Soviet G.S. 23 hrs tonight.


3. Advance continues west and south-west of Polotsk. More than 250 places captured including Sharkovskohizna, Plisza, Pogost, Stary and railway station Zyabki and Podvilye.

4. In Minsk section advance continues. 350 places captured including Vilelka, Smolevichi, Zadorua (?) Okolovo, Sloboda and (?) asonye cutting railway Minsk Vilno.

5. First White Russian Front. Advance continues towards Baranovichi cutting Minsk-Baranovichi railway and capturing 300 places including Stolbiyi, Gorodzeinavish, Chernov, Starobino, Srednyaki, Uborok, Lapichi and Talla (?)

End

ACTION: CC/S
INFORMATION: CG AAF OPD G-2
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From: War Cabinet Offices
To: Joint Staff Mission
Nr: OZ 3473  2 July 1944

Following received from 30 Mission begins MIL 1515
1st July. For C.O.S., British C.O.S., A.F.H.C., SHAEF from
Generals Deane and Burrows.

1. Following communiqué for 1st July from Soviet
   General Staff 2340 hours tonight.

2. Karelian Front. Advance continues between Lakes
   Ladoga and Omega. 30 places occupied including Pryazha,
   Bolshiye, Gory and Mansila.

3. 1st Baltic (?) Front. Advance continues. 150
   places captured including DISNA.

4. Third Belo Russian Front. River Beresina forced
   on front of 110 Kilometres. Railway town Borchev captured
   and other 150 places including Begoml, Pleshchenitzky and Zembin.

5. West of Mogilev 50 places captured including
   Shepelevich and Pogost.

6. First Belo Russian Front. 150 (?160) places
   captured including Greet. As a result of 7 day advance on
   this front 36,000 prisoners taken including Lieut. General
   Heiner, Commander 6th Infantry Division and Major General

T.O.O. 0204302

ACTION: CC/S
INFO: Gen Arnold
      Gen Bissell
      Gen. Park
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COPY NO.

33
From: War Cabinet Offices
To: A.F.H.Q.,
Joint Staff Mission
NR: OZ 3448

1 July 1944

Following is a repetition of telegram received from 30 Mission.

"To AMSO, JSM, Washington, AFRQ Algiers, Supreme Headquarters Allied Expeditionary Force.
MIL 1509, June 30th.
For Chiefs of Staff repeated British Chiefs of Staff, S.H.A.E.F., Allied Force Headquarters from Generals Deene and Burrows.

Following from Soviet Communicate for operations 30th June.

1. Karelian Front. In the fighting between the lakes of Onega and Ladoga an advance of 15 - 20 kilometres and capture of 40 inhabited places.

2. Baltic Front. 100 inhabited places captured, railway stations of Polyanshe, Orelov, Gorccho, taken.


4. West of Mogilev 80 inhabited places reported captured and railway stations of Stoyarlovo, Milkov (?), Drott, Richie (?), railway at Mogilev-Bacovichiche Freed.

CM-IN-615 (1 Jul 44)
5. First Belorussian Front. 200 inhabited places captured including town and railway station of Slookta, also railway stations of Verastaie, Palechie, Veshookina, Talsa, Nekrachie, Urechie, Pavoostoch.


7. On other sectors no change.

T.O.O. 302134Z

End.

ACTION: CC/S

INFORMATION: Gen Arnold
Gen Bissell
Adm King
Col Park
Log
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(COMSUBPAC TELLS SUNFISH AND SKATE)

BARB REPORTS NUMEROUS CONTACTS WITH SOVIET MERCHANT SHIPS IN KORETSK SEA. IN MANY CASES THESE SHIPS WERE NOT FOLLOWING PRESCRIBED ROUTING AND SOVIET IDENTIFYING MARKINGS WERE DIFFICULT TO DETECT. IN ONE INSTANCE BARB APPROACHED SHIP TO 300 YARDS BEFORE DETECTING IDENTIFYING ILLUMINATION. SUNFISH AND SKATE ARE AGAIN DIRECTED TO TAKE EVERY POSSIBLE PRECAUTION TO AVOID ATTACKING RUSSIAN SHIPS.

FPO HONO PASSED TO COMINCH FOR INFO AS 101812.
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